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3 Returning to Joy

The second year task

Returning To Joy

Development From 
12 to 18 Months

This 13 Month-old 
can synchronize at 
high joy levels and 
is ready to learn to 
synchronize in high 
distress as well.

Hopeless Despair

Reconnecting with 
someone who made me 
feel distressed

Returning 
to joy 
means:

Returning to Joy Means:
• Re-synchronizing with someone who is 

“out of tune” with me
• Recovering from someone who was not 

glad to be with me
• Finding someone who is glad to be with 

me in my distress:
• Even if they were the cause of it
• Who will share my distress and help 

me regulate it
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Good Mothers Do It
Starting at about a year, good mothers 
will spontaneously begin to create 
negative emotions like shame in their 
infants. 

Shame is produced when mommy 
responds with disgust, unhappiness or 
anger to something  the baby has done 
(instead of joy.)

Right Hemisphere to Right 
Hemisphere Synchronization

Returning to joy through mutual regulation of shared emotional states

SenderReceiver
Sender Receiver

•Synchronize negative emotional states
•Stay in relationship while learning to calm the distress
•Match the child’s brain chemistry and wiring to the adult’s
•Six complete cycles of communication every second
•Subjectively experienced as produced by the “other”

Six Basic Unpleasant Emotions
• Sad – I lost some of my life
• Angry – I need to protect myself and 

make it stop
• Frightened – I want to ‘get away’
• Ashamed – I’m not bringing you joy 

and/or you are not glad to be with me
• Disgusted – That’s not life-giving!
• Hopeless – I lack the time and resources

Return to Joy From Rage1

Back to joy in under 10 seconds

•Remaining a 
relational person 
under distress
•Acting like myself 
•Staying the same 
“self” during different 
emotions
•Being the same 
person over time

Returning to joy achieves:
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• Between 12 and 18 months of age

• Through mutual regulation of 
shared emotional states

• Using right-hemisphere-to-right-
hemisphere communication

Returning to joy is learned:Returning to joy is learned: Develop Return to Joy Circuits
• Grow the "return to joy" circuits for each emotion

• This is the 12-18 month old task
• Grow self-regulating circuits by mutual regulation practice
• Return to joy from each emotion starting with the least 

difficult
• Stop and grow a stronger joy strength if needed before 

starting on the most intense and painful emotions
• Mutual regulation of hopeless/despair will take the longest
• Unregulated feelings are intensely felt and destabilizing

Returning to Joy and Then to
Quiet Together

When I am in distress (BIG SIX EMOTIONS)
and someone is glad to be with me (JOY)
and shares my distress (RETURN TO JOY)
now we are both feeling distressed but synchronized
I can start to quiet myself. (QUIET TOGETHER)

Return to Joy From FearReturn to Joy From Fear11
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Direct neurological 
paths back to joy from 
distress allow quick 
resolution of distress 
without avoidance of 
negative feelings.

•• Avoidance of specific negative Avoidance of specific negative 
emotionsemotions

•• Sidetracks to other feelings (fear might Sidetracks to other feelings (fear might 
go to sad, rage, or sex)go to sad, rage, or sex)

•• Extended periods of disturbance Extended periods of disturbance 
(depression)(depression)

Where there is no path back to joy we see:Where there is no path back to joy we see:

Climbing Joy Mountain - Strength

5

50

500

Joy Camp

Deep despair

Shame
Anger

Returning to Joy CampReturning to Joy Camp

• Getting back from every emotion
• Climbing strength--the size of the bucket
• Singing our way back to joy (Psalms)
• Touch is powerful way to say “I’m with you”
• This is the way to bond when we have a ruptured relationship
• Sharing distress and still staying relational people
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Develop Return to Joy Circuits

Grow the "return to joy" circuits for each emotion

•This is the 12-18 month old task
•Grow self-regulating circuits by mutual regulation practice
•Return to joy from each emotion starting with the least 
difficult
•Stop and grow a stronger Joy strength if needed before 
starting on the most intense and painful emotions
•Mutual regulation of hopeless/despair will take the longest
•Unregulated feeling are intensely felt and destabilizing

Repairing 
ruptured 

relationships 
means

Returning to joy!Returning to joy!

Repair is the key
not prevention of 
ruptures in our 
relationships.

Those Whose Relationships Rupture

• Don’t do well with their thinking 
• They have storms in their feelings 
• They have all manner of unhealthy bonds 

with their families and friends 
• They are often socially challenged
• They are often poor or in debt with marginal 

employment 

Will You Be Glad To 
Be With Me?

Expect To Repair Many Ruptures

LetLet’’s put it this way, s put it this way, 
counseling is an effort counseling is an effort 
to help those who have to help those who have 
the absolute worst time the absolute worst time 
in relationships. These in relationships. These 

are the people who are the people who 
seek prayer ministry.seek prayer ministry.
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Prayer Support Prayer Support BeforeBefore the Rupturethe Rupture

Find five people to pray for each person Find five people to pray for each person 
involved in spiritual transformation and involved in spiritual transformation and 
prayer ministry. Ask each wounded person to prayer ministry. Ask each wounded person to 
recruit five people to pray for them for as recruit five people to pray for them for as 
long as they are receiving prayer ministry. long as they are receiving prayer ministry. 
This immediately surrounds each person with This immediately surrounds each person with 
a community to help when ruptures come.a community to help when ruptures come.

The Church Alphabet Squad

Select three people who are not part of the prayer 
ministry in your church, to respond quickly to any 
significant rupture or report of misconduct. 

AA is for Abigail mediate
BB is for Barnabas encourage
CC is for Christ restore relationships

These three stand out in history for their capacity to 
encourage, mediate and restore relationships.  Find 
the three people in church that most exemplify these 
Bible characters and put them on your rupture repair 
team. 

Dr. Allan Schore

The 
“Einstein” of 

Psychiatry
2003

www.wwnorton.com

Dr. Allan Schore

2003
www.wwnorton.com
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Returning to Joy and Then to
Quiet Together

When I am in distress (BIG SIX EMOTIONS)
and someone is glad to be with me (JOY)
and shares my distress (RETURN TO JOY)
now we are both feeling distressed but synchronized
I can start to quiet myself. (QUIET TOGETHER) Capacity Means Mastering 

Every Different Unpleasant 
Feeling

Capacity Depends Upon:
• Bandwidth
• Experience
• Practice
• Maturity
• Development
• Skill
• Age

Capacity Means Mastering 
Increasingly Intense 

Feelings

Low
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Higher

Joy Strength the Capacity to Persevere1

Distress

Joy

Joy
Joy

Capacity

Our “Joy Bucket”will only handle the 
same intensity of distress as it has 
learned to sustain through joy. This 
limit we can call our:
•Emotional bandwidth
•Joy strength
•Pain capacity 
•Trauma limit
•The maximum pain we can face
•Where we “block” or “lose it”

Returning to Joy 
With God

For his anger is but for a 
moment, and his favor is for a 
lifetime. Weeping may tarry 
for the night, but joy comes 
with the morning. 

Psalms 30:5 

Fill me with joy and gladness; 
let the bones which thou hast 
broken rejoice.

Psalms 51:8 
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May those who sow in tears 
reap with shouts of joy! 

Psalms 126:5 

Then shall the maidens rejoice in 
the dance, and the young men 
and the old shall be merry. I will 
turn their mourning into joy, I 
will comfort them, and give them 
gladness for sorrow. 

Jeremiah 31:13 

Truly, truly, I say to you, you will weep 
and lament, but the world will rejoice; 
you will be sorrowful, but your sorrow 
will turn into joy.  When a woman is in 
travail she has sorrow, because her hour 
has come; but when she is delivered of 
the child, she no longer remembers the 
anguish, for joy that a child is born 
into the world. 

John 16:20-21 

So you have sorrow now, 
but I will see you again and 
your hearts will rejoice, 
and no one will take your 
joy from you. 

John 16:22 

As I remember your tears, I 
long night and day to see 
you, that I may be filled with 
joy.

2 Timothy 1:4

As I remember your tears, I 
long night and day to see 
you, that I may be filled with 
joy.

2 Timothy 1:4
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And the effect of righteousness 
will be peace, and the result of 
righteousness, quietness and trust 
for ever. 

Isaiah 32:17 

In the world you shall have 
tribulation but be of good cheer, 
I have overcome the world.

John 16:33

Even With Jesus Present We Even With Jesus Present We 
Have Limited CapacityHave Limited Capacity

I have yet many things 
to say to you, but 
you cannot bear them 
now.

John 16:12 
(RSV)

Even With The Holy Spirit  Present We Even With The Holy Spirit  Present We 
Have Limited CapacityHave Limited Capacity

When the Spirit of 
truth comes, he 
will guide you 
into all the truth; 
John 16:13a (RSV)

Teaching Return to Joy at Church

• All High School students before marriage 
• Church conflict
• Marriage conflict
• Blended families
• TRAINED CONTROL CENTERS ARE 

NEEDED

MaturityMaturity


